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Abstract

This bibliography records publications of Charles Babbage.

Title word cross-reference

#3 [Her99].
0 [Tee94]. 1 [Bab27d, Bab31c, Bab15].
108,000 [Bab31c, Bab15]. 108,000 [Bab27d].
1791 + 200 = 1991 [Sti91]. $19.95 [Dis91].
$21.50 [Mad86]. $25 [O’H82]. $26.50
[Enr80a, Enr80b]. $27.95 [L.90]. $28
[Hun96]. $35.00 [Ano91c]. $37.50 [Ano91c].
$45.00 [Ano91c]. q [And99a, And99b]. -analog [And99b, And99a].
0 [Bar96, CK01b]. 0-201-50814-1 [Ano91c].
0-262-01121-2 [Ano91c]. 0-262-12146-8
[Ano91c, Twe91]. 0-262-13278-8 [Twe93].
0-262-14046-2 [Twe92]. 0-262-16123-0
[Ano91c]. 0-316-64847-7 [Cro04b, CK01b].
0-571-17242-3 [Bar96].
1 [Bab97, BRG +87, Mar25, Mar86, Rob87a,
Rob87b, Tur91]. 1-85196-005-8 [Twe89b].
100th [Sen71]. 108-bit [Bar00a, Bar00b].
1784 [MB89]. 1792/1871 [Ynt77]. 17th
[Jun96]. 1800s [Mar08]. 1800s-Style
[Mar08]. 1828 [Bab99a]. 1835 [Van83].
1851 [Bab51a, CK89d, CK89i, She54, She60].
1852 [Bab69]. 1853 [She54, She60]. 1871
[Ano71a, Ano91a]. 1873 [Dod00]. 18th
[Asp82, Enr88, Hil85, O’D85a, O’H82, Ros90, Smi83, Tro84, W.86, CK89a, Ric83].

**Anticipation** [BHW+90]. **Antique** [Ano91a, JC90]. **apercus** [Po82]. **APL** [Fra84, Fra85, Bro86, Vam85, Wil86, Wor87]. **Apparatus** [Ric39]. **appendix** [BR89, Byr38, CK89q, CK89r]. **appertain** [Byr38]. **Apple** [CW91]. **Application** [Bab22b, Bab22c, Bab23a, Bab29d, Byr38, HB13]. **applications** [Cat81, PHB20]. **appointed** [Mer82, Sto55, Wro56]. **appointment** [Ric97]. **approach** [Joh92]. **Arago** [BH25, BH30]. **Archaeological** [Ald91]. **Architects** [Cur12]. **architectures** [HP16]. **Archive** [WSC+88]. **Archives** [WSC+88, All91]. **Archen** [Mad86]. **Art** [Bab32b, Bab32a, Bab33a, Bab35b, Bab56e, Bab60a, Sus11, CH02]. **Arthur** [Asp07, Mis07, WWCP92]. **Article** [Ano91a]. **Articles** [Bab34b]. **Artifacts** [All91]. **Arts** [Bab29d, HBC+55, All91]. **Ascent** [CW91]. **Asimov** [BCKS+83]. **Aspects** [Sch81]. **Aspray** [Ano91c, Hum96, L.90, CW91]. **Association** [Ano91c, Bab39, MT81]. **Assurance** [Bab24b, Bab26a, Bab67b, Sib95, Bab89b, CK89o, CK89p, CK94]. **Astronomical** [Bab22c, Bab47c, Bab89]. **astronomy** [Ash94]. **Atanasoff** [BHW+90, Sm10]. **attending** [Nic43a]. **Attwood** [O’B93]. **Augustus** [Ric97]. **ausgewählte** [Dot96]. **Australasia** [Tee83]. **Australia** [Tee82]. **Author** [Arc47, authors] [Bro66]. **Autobiografia** [Seg08, BV07]. **autobiography** [Bab91a, BV07]. **Automatic** [GT80, Swa10, HP16, Jon91, Mar25, Mar86, Com47]. **Automation** [WSC+88]. **automatischer** [Mar25, Mar86]. **Autopsy** [Bab91b]. **avantages** [Bab34g]. **award** [Bel84, Ano16, Ano17]. **awards** [Bel84].
HG79, Hym82a, Hym82b, Hym83, Hym87, Hym88, Hym92, Jar03, JC90, Jon91, Kan94, Kem79, KT99, Kirxx, Lar34, Lar89, Lew03, Lew07, Lin87, Lin90, Los72, Lov43, Lyo40, Mac08, MÉ78, Men43, Mer82, MU13, MM52, MM61a, MM61b, Mos83, Mos64a, Mos64b, Mos65, Mul48, Nag80a, Nag80b, Nic43a, Nic43b, Nim08, Nor01, Nud09, O'D85a, OLW91, Orto7a, Orto7b, Ozo10, Pad15, Pad17, Par96, PP79. Babbage [Poi82, Por07, Pur93, Ran91, Rat52, Rei68, Rei07, Ric39, Ric02, Rit16, Rob87a, Rob87b, Rob93, Roe09, Ros88, Ros94a, Ros90, Schxx, Sch02, Sco05, Sen71, She54, She60, She06, SU96, Ste92, Sti91, Sus94, Sus11, Swa91b, Swa91c, Swa91d, Swa93, Swa96, Swa00a, Swa00b, Swa01a, Swa01b, Swa02, SB02, Swa05, Swa10, Swa13, Swa17, Tay92, Tee82, Tee83, Tee84, Tee86, Tee94, Tee95, Tom02, THWV88, Tri72, TW87, Tur91, Tew89a, Van80, Van83, VBC83, VW91, Wil64, Wil75, Wil77, Wil81a, Wil90, Wil91a, Wil91b, Wil91c, Wil92a, Wil95, Wil00a, Wil00b, Wil02, Wil80, Wil81b, Wil87, Wil88, Wil98, WB76, Ynt77, Bar96, Bey79a, Bey79b, Bey79c, Emr78, Enr80a, Enr80b, Hfi77, Opp71, Rob79, Ros90, Tew89a, For75, GGG9b, Gri78, Swa91a. Babbage/Faraday [GG92a]. Babbages [Dot96]. Babel [Fri92]. Bache [Bab69]. Back [Bra91, CW91]. Backus [Ran91]. bad [Thi00, Cail]. Babbage [O'B93, Sc05]. Berlin [Bar29a]. Bernstein [Pay66]. besides [Jon91]. best [Aon11]. Better [O'N91]. between [An06, Bab17c, Bab30c, Bla02, Gre06, Kan94, KT99]. beyond [Fri92, WSC88]. Bibliographic [Yos02]. Bibliography [Arc47, MU13]. Bicentenary [An90]. binomial [Aa99a, Aa99b]. Biographical [BCS83]. Biographies [Cor78, G78, WWCP92, Wil92b, BHW90]. Biography [Arc47, Pad17, Smi10]. Birkbeck [Por07]. Birkersod [Wor87]. Birth [Ess04, Fahl91, Ano90, John91]. Birthday [VW91]. Births [Bar29c]. bit [Bar00a, Bar00b]. Bits [CK01b, BKS83]. black [Ros94b]. Blaug [O'B93, O'B93]. BNF [BHW90]. board [Mat90, She54, She60]. body [Bab91b, Mus06]. Bones [Bar60a]. Book [Ash02, Asp82, Bar96, Bey79a, Boo62, Bow15, Bro86, Bla88, Cal68, CK99a, CK01b, Can66, Car69, Cro04a, Cro04b, Dis91, Erm78, Enr80a, Enr80b, Enr88, For01, For75, Fra63a, GGG9b, Gri78, Hfi77, Hfi85, Hum96, Kem79, L90, Mad86, O'B93, O'D85a, O'HS82, Ogb65, Opp71, OS65, Pet63, Pay66, Ric83, Rob79, Ros90, Seg08, Sib95, Smi83, Sus00a, Sus00b, Sus11, Swa91a, Tro84, Tew89a, Tew89b, Tew91, Tew92, Tew93, Vam85, W.62, W.86, Wil64, Wil95, Wil00a, Wil86, Wor87, Ano93, OLC91, She54, She60, Sin99, AAG90]. Books [Dis91, Hin96, Mad86, Ano11]. Books/The [Mad86]. Boole [Coo05, GGG]. Boracic [Bar43]. Boston [WCS98]. Bowditch [BWW98, BHW90, Wil87, Wil88]. Bowlers [Kem79]. box [Ros94b]. Brain [An06, Cro04a, Cro04b, Hor09, Swa00a, CK01b, Hoo12, Swa01a, Wil00a]. Branches [Bar17c, Bab30c]. breakfast [Sny11]. Breaking [Bar57]. Brewster [Bar32a, Bar33a, Har31b]. Brian [Kem79]. bride [Woo99]. Bridgewater
Bro85, Bro98, Bro92, Bul68, Bul71, Bul08, BH88, CK88, CK89b. **Charles**
[CCK89e, CCK89h, CCK89i, CCK89j, CCK89k, CCK89l, CCK89m, CCK89n, CCK89o, CCK89p, CCK89q, CCK89r, CCK89s, CCK89t, CCK94, CCK00, CK01a, CK01c, Cha01, Cl03, Col71, Col90, CM98, De 06, Dij86, Dod00, Dol98, Don92, Dub78, DR92a, DR92b, EEM 05, Edi92, Fin52, Fra63b, Gar69, GP08, Goo02, GG92b, Gre01, Gri06, Gri10, Gu80, Hal70, HH80, Hym82a, Hym82b, Hym83, Hym87, Hym88, Hym02, JCO90, Jon91, KT99, Lew07, Lin87, Lin90, Los72, Lyo40, Mis07, MM52, MM61a, MM61b, Mos83, Mos64a, Mos64b, Mos65, Mu48, Nim08, Nor01, Nud69, O’D85b, O’N91, Ort07b, Ozt10, Par96, Por07, Pur93, Rat52, Ric83, Ric39, Ros88, Ros94a, Seg08, Sei95, Sen71]. **Charles**
[She06, Sti91, SHH81, Sus94, Swa91c, Swa93, Swa96, Swa91d, Swa90a, Swa00b, Swa01a, Swa01b, Swa02, Swa95, Swa10, Swa13, Tay92, Tee82, Tee83, Tee84, Tee86, Tee94, Tom02, Tri72, Tur91, Van80, Wil72a, Wil00a, Wil02, Wil80, Wil81b, WSC 89, Wil98, WB76, Ynt77, Asp82, Boo62, Fra63a, Hil85, O'D85a, Pan63, Sib95, Smi83, Tro84, W.62, W.86, Wil64]. **Charlz**
[AME81]. Chas. [Bab69]. Chatto [Twe89b]. Chess [Bab17a]. Christie [Ano26, Schxx].

**Chronology** [NEBG 87]. Chucks [Col98]. cipher [Fra93]. Ciphers [AAG 00, Pin06].

**Circle** [Bab16b, Jar93]. Circuit [CW91]. Circumstances [Bab29c, Nic43a, Nic43b].

**Civil** [Bab56c]. Class [Bab26c]. Classes [Bab19b, Bab30h]. Classic [Ano30].

**Classical** [C 09]. Clearing [Bab65a].

**Clement** [Rob93, WWCP92, Wil92b].

**Cleif** [O'B93]. Clifford [Mer82]. clippings [Bab51d]. club [Sny11].

**Co** [CK01b, Ano91c]. co-published [Ano91c]. code [HP16, Sin99, AAG 00].

**Codebreaker** [Pin06]. Codes [SBET85, Pin06]. coefficient [And99a, And99b]. cognitive [Gre01].

**Cogwheel** [Ano00, Cro04a, Cro04b, Swa00a, CK01b, Swa01a, Wil00a]. collaboration [KT99].

Collection [AB86, BM23, Bab32a, Bab33a, Bab10c, All91, Ano91d, Bab32b, Bab35b, Bab56e, Bab89b, Bab82c, PHB20].

**Collections** [BE] 87. Collier [Ash02].

**COLOSSUS** [Ran76, BWV 89]. Coloured [Bab31c]. Column [Sei95]. Comes [Mar08, HP16]. coming [Jen85].

**commemorate** [Ano90]. Comment [Ber92b]. commentary [Joh95].

**Comments** [Ano81, Ber92a, BRG 87, BE] 87, BWV 89, BHB 90, BDH90, Hym92, Rob87a, Rob87b, Rob93, Wil00b].

**commissions** [Ano06, Gre06].

**Committee** [Mer82, Wro66, Her89, Bab27a, Her57, Sto55, WSC 89].

**Common** [Bab27b]. Commons [Gre06, Bab27a].

**Company** [Cro04b, Bab24b]. Comparative [Bab26a, Bab67b, Bab89b, CK90a, CK89p]. compared [Byr38]. competence [Schxx].

**competitiveness** [OLCJ91]. Complete [Bar00a, Bar00b]. complex [Ros88].

**complexity** [CM11]. Comput. [Ber92b].

**computable** [Zen13]. Computation [Bab22d, Swa10, Eck40, Eck84, MM11, Rat52, Zen13]. Computational [Swa10].

**Computer** [AFI72, Ald91, Ano96, Ano00, AFB 89, Atk00, BCKS 83, BRG 87, BE] 87, CW91, Cro04b, Fah91, Fra81, Gig01, Gol72, Gol93, Gisi06, Hym87, KT99, LR67, Mar08, Mat91, RR93, Ran82a, Smi71, Ste95, Swa93, Swa00a, WWCP92, Wil91a, WSC 89, Aga01, Ano93, BV07, Bow15, Cer83, Das14, DH90, DH94, DH98, DH04, Ess14b, Hal70, Hun96, Hym82a, Hym82b, OLCJ91, Par96, Pat60, SGM07, She06, Smi10, Sta11, Swa00b, Swa01a, Swa01b, Swa02, SB02, Tay92, Wil77, Wil00a, Wil92b, BWV 89, CW91, O’D85b, CK01b, Seg08, Cro04a, Hil85, O’D85a, O’H82, Ric83, Smi83, Tro84, W.86, Hun96].
Computerpionier [Hym87]. Computers [Ano91c, BRG+87, DB05, Dis91, Plo12, Pur93, Rann82b, ABCK+90, Ber64, Ber81, Fri05, OLCJ91, BWV+88, L.90].

Computing [Ano91c, ABCK+90, Asp07, BEG+87, BKB+89, CK01c, Mat91, MV80, Mis07, Sev13, Swa13, Twe92, Twe93, Wat12, Wil92a, WSC+88, Yos02, Ano10a, CK92, HR16, Jon91, MW72, O'R12, Tuk72, Wil85, Ano90, Ano91c, CW91, GT80, MN88, WSC+88, L.90]. concept [Cer83, CW91].

Concise [Cle09].

Conditionals [BCKS+83, Fra81]. conditions [HB13, Mus06].

Conference [AFI72, Ano90, GG92a, OLCJ91]. Conferences [BEG+87]. Congress [Bab29a, OLCJ91]. Congresses [Bab60b]. congruence [FZZ08], congruences [And99a, And99b]. conjecture [Cat81].

Conn [Mad86]. Connected [Bab21, Bab53].

Connection [Wil87, Wil88]. connections [Tee84, Tee86]. Consciousness [Wat12].

Conservatoire [All91]. consider [Mer82]. consisting [Mer82]. Constable [Wil64].

Constants [Bab32b, Bab32a, Bab33a, Bab35b, Bab56e]. constructing [Mer82]. Construction [Bab10c, Nic43a, Swa91d, Swa05]. Contact [Tom02, Cat81]. containing [Byr38].

contemporary [Jen85]. Contents [Joh95].

contest [Bel84]. Context [Ste84].

Continued [Bab13]. Contributions [Ran82a]. Control [Wil81a, HP16].

Controlled [Com47, OLCJ91]. Copies [Gre06, Ano06]. core [Schnx]. corporation [Bla02, All91]. Correcting [SBE785].

correspondants [Bul71]. correspondence [Ano06, BR89, Bab08, CK89q, CK89r, Gre06, Bab07].


Cracks [Bar00a, Bar00b]. craft [Ada10]. Craig [Ano91c, Bül88, Twe91]. Crash [Smi06]. Crawford [Ano90]. Created [Isa14]. Creation [FF03a, FF15]. cross [Bro91].

cross-referenced [Bro91].

Crosthwait [Bab35a]. cruncher [Mat90].

Cryptographic [Bar00a, Bar00b]. cryptography [Fra93, Pin06, Sin99, Sta11, BCKS+83].

CS [Ano16, Ano17]. Cultural [SU96, Ste84, Ugl96, Bar96]. Culture [Sus00a, Sus00b, Biz03, Cla03, Fri05].

cultures [HR16]. Currency [Bab33b].

Currents [Bab56d]. curriculum [Wil90].

Curve [Bar00a, Bar00b]. Cyber [Spi02].

Cyberpunk [Sus94]. cyberspace [Cla03].

Cycles [Bab34a, Bab34c, Bab47a]. Cypher [Bab54a, Bab54b, Bab54c, Bab54d, Bab55a, Bro86, Wil86, Wor87, Fra84, Fra85, Vam85].

D. [HG79]. della [BV07, Seg08]. Dan [Ack95].

Danish [BRG+87]. dans [Bab31b]. d’après [BdL80]. Dasgupta [Bow15].

DASK [BRG+87]. Data [Cor87, WSC+88, DB05].

datahistoriebok [Ano93]. dates [Ste92].

danish [Ess14a, Ess14b, Wof99].

David [Bab32a, Bab33a, Her31b, O’B93].

Davy [Bab22b, Bab22a, Bab30j]. Dawn [Wat12].

Day [Ano82b]. Days [Hun96].

DC [WSC+88]. death [Sen71].

Debate [Ano81, Ber92a, BRG+87, BEG+87, BWV+88, BKB+89, BWV+90, BDH90, Hym92, Rob87a, Rob87b, Rob93]. Debates [Bre75, Wil00b].

December [Fah91].

Decision [BKB+89]. Decline [Bab30i, Bab98, Bab06, BM70, BR89, Bre75, CK89q, CK89r, Her31b].

decomposability [Rei07].

Decyphered [Bab35a]. del [BV07, Seg08]. dell’inventore [BV07, Seg08].

demonstration [Bab19a].

Demonstrations [Bab16b].

Denmark [Bro86, Wor87]. described [KT99, O’N91].

Describes [Edi92]. describing [Rat52].

Description
Electronic [Bab08, LR67, Ran92a, Smi71].
Elementary [LaC16]. eleventh [Wel89].
Elimination [Bab17b]. Elliptic [Bar00a, Bar00b]. Eloge [WWCP92].
emerged [Par96]. Emergence [Bab89].
Emerson [Ano91c]. Emily [Boo62, Fra63a, Fra63b, W.62, Wil64].
Emmerson [Kem79]. emploi [Bab31b, Bab34g]. Employed [Bab22e].
Enchantress [Swa01c]. Encyclopedia [BCKS+83, Cle09, RR93]. End [CW91].
Endless [Ano00]. Enemy [Bab55b, Bab55c].
Energy [Cle09, Ano10a, CH02]. Engine [Atk00, Bab37c, BCKS+83, Bro00, BRG+87, C.88, Don92, For75, Her57, Her99, Nic43b, Rob87a, Rob87b, Spe99, Sus94, Swa96, Swa05, Tur91, Wil00c, Bab34b, Bab10, Bab89a, Bab89c, Bab89g, CK89l, Gre01, Her89, Lar89, ME78, MB89, Swa91d, Tee94, Ald91, Ano30, Ano77, Ano91e, Ano10b, Bab43a, Bab49, Bab56c, Bab56g, Bab89a, Bab82b, Bab82a, Ber64, Ber81, Bro82, BR93, Bro98, CK89k, Coh88, Cro85, DH90, DH94, DH98, DH84, Don92, DR92a, DR92b, Fra81, GS91, GS11, GC10, Gra71, Her31a, Kil10, LL82, Lov43, Pad17, Par96, Ran82a, Roe09, Sus11, Swa00b, Swa01b, Swa02, SB02, Tay92, TW87, Dis91, Pay66].
Engineer [Ano00, Arc97, WSC+88]. Engineers [Bab56c].
Engineering [Bar96, RR93, Hal09, Joh92, OLCJ91, OLCJ91, OLCJ91, WSC+88]. Engineers [Bab56c].
[Ano00, VBCC83, BCG+87]. Enigma [BGG+87]. Enlightenment [Bab08].
entirely [Byr38]. Entitled [Bab32b, Bab34a, Bab35b, Bab56e, She54, She60].
entre [Kan94]. Entwicklungsgeschichte [Mar25, Mar86]. Entwurf [MB89].
equation [Ben16, Cha33, Jar03, Mac07, NZ06, Rit16].
equations [BK11, BHK12, HB13, Mac07, Ort07a].
Equipment [All91]. Ernst [Twe93].
Erratum [DR92b]. Error [SBET85].
Error-Correcting [SBET85]. Errors [Bab27b, BDH90, MW80, MW72].
erwin [OLCJ91]. Esq [Bab69, BH88, Emm88]. Esq. [Bab35a, Fin52]. Esquire [BBKC32].
Essay [Bab15, Bab16a, Bab30a, Gri06, Joh95].
estimate [Mer82]. Etas [For75]. etc [Bab89b]. Euler [Bab17a]. eulogy [CK00, Dod74, Dod00].
europe [SCD03]. European [BWV+88]. event [Ano90]. ever [Ano11].
eye [Bab27a]. Evolution [Bro87, McC97, Bro85, Jen00, Sin99].
evolutionary [HR03]. Examination [Bab21, Bab53].
Examine [Sto55, Wro56].
Examples [BHP20, PHB20]. Excellence [BCKS+83].
Exceptions [Bab48, Fin52].
excerpts [Rat52]. exhibited [Ano26].
Exhibition [BRG+87, Fah91, OLCJ91].
Expectations [TW87, Wil91b]. expense [Mer82].
Experiments [BH25, BH30, Dol98, Ano26]. expert [Pii95].
Explaining [Atk00]. Exploring [Ros94b, Zen13]. Exposing [Bab55b, Bab55c].
Exposition [Bab55c].
Eyewatch [She54, She60, Bab51a, CK89d, CK89l].
Expressing [Bab26b, Bab30d]. extended [Dij86]. Extension [Bab65].
Extensions [FZZ08].
Extant [Bab34c, Bab47a, Bab34a].
Extinct [Bab69a]. Extract [Bab69].
Extraordinary [Sus11]. eye [Ash94].
F.R.S. [Ano33, Bab69, BH88, Hor09, Enr88].
Faber [Bar96]. Fabrikenwesen [Bab3d].
Factory [Fre03]. Failure [Ano91c, AFB+89, Bü188, CW91, Twe91, Lin87, Lin90]. Fall [HB22]. Faraday [GG92a, Sch02]. Farr [Mer82, Bab60b].
Factory [Fre03]. Failure [Ano91c, AFB+89, Bü188, CW91, Twe91, Lin87, Lin90]. Fall [HB22].
[CW91, WSC+ 88]. Hamden [Mad86]. Hand [Ess04, Par96]. Hand-Loom [Ess04]. Hans [Ano91d]. Happenings [MN88, OLCJ91]. Happy [VW91]. hardback [CK01b, Cro04b]. Harvard [Ano82b, Coh88]. Hashing [GT80]. Heights [Bab24a]. Henry [Bab56c, O'B93, Coh88]. Heppenheimer [CW91]. Heritage [Tee83]. Herken [AFB+ 89]. Herman [Aus82]. Herschel [Ano26, Ash94, Ash96, Sch81, Tur91, Wil90]. Hexadecimal [BRG+ 87, BEG+ 87]. High [CW91]. High-tech [CW91]. Hinsley [SBET85]. Hist. [Ber92b]. histoire [Poi82]. Historical [Cor87, HP16, All91, WB76]. Histories [Tom02]. History [Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano96, AB86, Asp07, Bab89a, Bab110, BRG+ 87, BHW+ 90, CK01c, CWS90, CLE09, Gul80, Gul81, Hun96, Kill0, MKW92, MW80, Mis07, Sev13, Sus94, Sus11, Tred92, Tred93, WSC+ 88, Ano93, Ano18, Bab97, CKE92, Chel92, Frie92, Gle11, HHW98, Mar25, Mar86, MW72, Nor01, OLCJ91, O'R2, Poi06, Poi82, Ros94b, Wels9, Wil85, All91, WSC+ 88], hobby [Fra86]. Hodgkin [Ano00]. Holes [Ano91a, JCH90]. Hollar [Sev13]. Hollerith [Aus82]. Holocaust [Bla02]. Home [Ano80, THWV88]. Hon [Bab29c]. Hoofs [Bab37b, Bab38b]. Hord [BCKS+ 83]. Hoxton [Tom02]. Horse [Bab27b, Bab38b]. House [Bab27a, Gre06, Bab56a]. Hoxton [Bab35a]. Human [Bab33b, Bab60a, Rat52]. Humphry [Bab22a, Bab22b, Bab39]. Hutt [BCKS+ 83], Hutton [Byr38]. Hyman [CK89a, O'H82, Ric83, Ros90, VBCC83, CWS90, Enn88, Hill85, O'D85a, Smi83, Tro84, W.86]. Hyman [Asp82]. HyperCard [DH90, DH94].


IEEE [Ano16, Ano17, WSC+ 88]. IEEE-CS [Ano16, Ano17]. ihre [Mar25, Mar86]. II [Bab16a, CK89n, O'B93]. III [Bab43a]. Illiac [BCKS+ 83]. illus [L.90, Tred93]. Illustrated [Hun96, Mad86, O'H82]. Illustration [Bab38c]. Imaginary [Poi93]. Imagination [Tom02]. Immanuel [Van85, Wil86]. Impact [Gig01]. implementations [Sta11]. Impossible [SHH81]. Impressions [Bab37b, Bab38b]. improved [Byr38]. inadvertent [Ozg10]. including [Jon91]. incomplete [Bab89a]. Inconsistent [Gri10]. industrial [Asp96, Mus06]. Industries [AFB+ 89]. Industry [Bab51a, Biz03]. Infinite [Bab19b, Bab26c, Bab30b]. Influence [Bab27c, Nim08], influences [GST01]. influential [Ano11, Cur10]. Information [Ano82, CW91, Cur12, Ess04, Gul80, Gul81, Hun96, WSC+ 88, CH02, GP08, Glei11, OLCJ91, Hun96]. informatique [CW91]. Innocence [CW91]. Innovation [AFB+ 89, De 06, CW91]. Innovators [Ano14]. Inspiration [Ric97]. Institute [CK92, Gul80, Gul81, MN88, Ski19, Treh92, Treh93, WSC+ 88, All91, Ano80, AB86, Asp07, CK01c, Mis07, Nor01]. Institutions [WSC+ 88, All91, Bab56c]. Institutions [Bab26a, Bab67b, Bab89b, CK89c, CK89p, Cole88]. Integral [BHP20, LaC16, PHB20]. Intelligence [SBET85]. Interface [Wil00c, Bro00]. international [Bab84, Bab60b, OLCJ91]. Internet [Ano00, DH98, DH04], introducing [NJ05, Pil95]. Introduction [Sta11, Wil00c, WSC+ 88, DH90, DH94, DH98, DH04, Tred92]. introductory [Bab99]. Invent [Bab99]. invented [Jon91, Smi10]. Inventing [Ano00]. Invention [Nic43a, Ano06, Gre06, Hal09, Mon15, SU96, Ugl96]. inventor [BV07, Mos64a, Mos65, Cal68, Can66, Ogb65]. Inventors [Smi71, Cur10]. Investigating [Bab19b, Bab30h]. investigation [GGO5].
Invitation [SGM07]. Involvement [WSC+88]. Involving [Mac07]. Iowa [L.90].
Irascible [Mos64a, Mos64b, Mos65, Phi65, Cal68, Can66, Ogb65, Opp71, OS65]. Irish [GP08]. Iron [Ano26]. ISBN
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